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Abstract— Today our world has become very wide, by the 

usage of internet. After stepping into online processes, all our 

works have become very easy. Apart from wide range of 

advantages, internet possess some difficulties, which results in 

massive loss especially regarding money. Online community 

drives the economy of the world. Online resources are 

inherently valuable.  

Unfortunately, this value becomes the main reason for 

criminals to steal or hijack especially the accounts. In this 

paper, we mainly focus on hijacking online resources by the 

way of injecting malicious contents. This happens in many 

ways such as malicious advertising, malicious software loaded 

into the users machine which filters users credentials and send 

to criminals, improper usage of network, server side weakness 

to stop hijacking, client-side unawareness and so on. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

The online industry is growing constantly. This industry 
generated a revenue of 42.8 billion dollars which is 17% higher 
than the previous year. In internet most of the online services 
are free of cost. This becomes the main reason for criminals to 
hijack the resources. Our main aim  in this paper, is to 
investigate the malicious content. 

Criminals leverage millions of hijacked credentials to send 
spam[1,2], tap into the social connections of victims to 
compromise additional accounts[3] or alternatively liquidate a 
victim’s financial assets using various malware such as Zeus or 
Spyeye[4] 

Phishing is the main way, hijackers steal user credentials. 
Phishing requests target victims email(35%) and banking 
institutions(21%) accounts, as well as users app stores and 
social networking credentials. 

Hijackers appear to originate from five main countries 
China, Ivory coast, Malaysia, Nigeria, and South Africa. 

Cyber criminals set up web page and become publishers. 
And then they instruct a botnet, to visit the web page and click 
on the advertisements. By this, cyber-criminals get paid by ad-
exchanges, and they also spread this malicious contents to all 
the visitors of the web page. 

This happens mainly by three process, i.e., drive-by-
downloads, deceptive downloads, and link-hijacking. 

 

 

Figure 1 

2  HISTORY OF HIJACKERS 

Hijacking is off 3 classes. 

A. Hijacking by automation  

An automated hijacking attempts to compromise 

large quantities of accounts using botnets or other 

professional spamming infrastructure. 

B. Manual hijacking 

Criminals heavily  abuse victims information, making 

such attack highly distressing to the impacted parties 

C. Targeted attacks 

These attacks are carried out by highly sophisticated 

parties who have the resources to extensively profile 

targets and launch tailored attacks.Maintaining the 

Integrity of the Specifications 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

ACCOUNT HIJACKING CYCLE 

This happens in 3steps 

A. Credentials acquisition 

B. Account exploitation 

C. Remediation. 
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Figure 2 

This problem originates from the fact that both computers 
and humans alike are imprecise at distinguishing phishing or 
similar attacks from scams and other bulk spam. 

 

4. ANALYSIS OF MALICIOUS CONTENTS  

A. MALICIOUS ADVERTISING  

  Malvertising, is the cyber-criminals practice of injecting 
malicious or malware-laden advertisements into legitimate 
online advertising networks and syndicated content. This 
mainly happens by drive-by-downloads, deceptive downloads 
and link hijacking. 

B. MALICIOUS SOFTWARE 

  Malware is a kind of software which is injected into user’s 
device. So that it filters all the user credentials and send to 
criminals. 

C. GUESSING USER PASSWORD 

 By guessing user password, any criminals can get easily 
accessed to user’s credentials. So as to avoid this, building 
strong password is a must.  

D. FAILURE OF NETWORK LEVEL PROTECTION 
 In this, website administrator fails to block messages from 
those systems that usually send spam or phishing emails. 

E. FAILURE OF SERVER SIDE FILTERS AND 
CLASSIFIERS 

 It is a machine-learning algorithm to statistically classify 
emails which are legitimate or phishing, especially by 
browsers. 

 

F. USER UNAWARENESS 

 The main source of malicious content being injected into 
the system is user unawareness about  phishing and cyber 
criminals. 

 

G.UNPROTECTED DATABASE 

 Database should be highly protected from the access of 
cyber-criminals. Banking institutions and all other related 
institutions should be highly aware of this criminals. 

Type of maliciousness Blacklists 

1. Blacklists:  

 Blackllists were created to help deal with the 
growing problem of spam. The general idea is to keep 
a list of problem email senders and use that list to 
filter out the spam.  

2. Suspicious redirections 

  If clicking a google search result or 
homepage directed you to a suspicious site, report the 
suspicious redirect. 

• Pop-up ads  that won’t go away. 

• A homepage or search engine you don’t 
recognize. 

• A redirect to an unfamiliar web page. 

• Unfamiliar extensions or toolbars added to 
your browser. 

• A search engine that looks like google , but 
with the wrong logo or web address. 

    3. Heuristics 

      A problem solving method that uses short cuts 
to produce good-enough solutions given a limited 
time frame or deadline. Heuristics provide for 
flexibility in making quick decisions, especially when 
working with complex data. 

     4. Malicious executables 

     Malicious executables are programming codes 
that are harmful. 

     5. Malicious flash 

      The amount of dynamic  content on the web that 
has been steadily increasing. 

     6. Model detection 

 A model of a real-time intrusion detection 
expert system capable of detecting break-ins, 
penetrations and other forms of computer abuse is 
described. 

5. REMEDIATION OF HIJACKING 

 This is to say how fast the user recovers from 
hijacking. 

 

i. Workflow 

 It has 2 parts. The first part is to recover part 
ends with google verifying ownership and restoring 
exclusive access to the account to its rightful owner. 
The second part is to cleanup and mitigation phase. 

ii. Latency until recovery  

 This is the time elapsed between  the 
hijacking and when the victim regains exclusive 
control over the account. 
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              iii. Methods of recovery 

a. SMS 

SMS verification, which has an over 80% success 

rate, is the most reliable recovery option for multiple 

reasons. 

b. Email 

Email is our most popular recovery option and has a 

success rate of 74.57% 

c. Fall back 

This is security questions, knowledge tests and 

manual review to our users. 

 

 
Fig 3 

iv. Remission 

This includes restoring hijacker deleted content, removing 
hijacker added context, and resetting all account options to 
their original state. 

6. CONCLUSIONS:-  

          As a faithful citizen to the society as Researchers, we 
have done a paper regarding “understanding malicious contents 
for hijacking purpose”.  So that, this will be off greater usage to 
the society as well as to the further researchers. We have 
discussed about various malicious contents and hijackers 
history to put end to this malwares. 

7. FUTURE WORK:- 

            We continuously improve our recovery process to 
ensure that it is easy for legitimate users to get into their 
account back while keeping hijackers out. Developing novel 
ways to validate user identity both for login challenge and 
account recovery purpose is something that we view as critical 
and we would love to see more research done in this space. 
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